
Black Pearl Mushroom Instructions

Remove block from box and place away from direct sunlight and
away from direct drafts from fans or air vents. Mid 50's to high
60's is the ideal temperature.  Make sure the white filter patch is
not covered to allow air exchange in the growing block.  When
the block has been solid white for two full weeks, begin to
check the surface of the block regularly for signs of growth. 

Growth will begin as white lumps, which will grow into a coral like
cluster. When the clumps grow distinct dark colored caps, it is
time to open the block.

 After several weeks, if you still see no growth on the surface, try a
colder environment. Temperatures nearing 70 will delay fruiting. 

When you can see very small mushrooms growing on the surface
of the block, it is time for the next step. They will begin looking
like white blobs that will then develop small dark caps.

With a clean sharp blade, cut down each side from the top of the
bag to the surface of the block. Cut straight across the top of the
bag, around the height of the top of the white filter. This gives
more fresh air, while leaving a tall "collar" to hold moisture while
they develop.  Mist twice a day until harvest.

Optional Step: When the caps are around 1/2 inch in diameter,
pull the plastic collar of the bag down on one or both sides to
near the top of the block to expose the mushrooms to even
more air on their last days of growth. This gives them more fresh
air to fully expand their caps without being constricted by the
bag. Continue misting several times a day to maintain
humidity until harvest. 

1. getting started

2. maturing mushrooms



video: sundreamsfarm.com/instructions

3. harvest, store, & cook
Your mushrooms can be harvested very small for firmest texture, or allowed to
grow full size, with caps up to several inches in diameter.  We recommend
harvesting when the cap edges begin to flatten and the color just begins to
lighten.

To harvest, simply grasp a cluster of mushrooms near the base and pull or twist
them from the block. Trim the very base.  Keep your mushrooms in a brown
paper bag in your refrigerator's crisper drawer. Your mushrooms will stay fresh
for over a week that way. 
   

Sauté/fry in oil/butter and enjoy! 

Cook them all at once and freeze in portions for an easy addition to
future meals!

Go to sundreamsfarm.com/recipes for inspiration for your next meal! 

4. getting more harvests
   

Remove all bits of old growth from the block surface after first harvest.  Mist
very heavily and fold the bag top back over and close with a clip to help hold in
moisture.  Mist well daily to rerain moisture.  New growth should appear within
a few weeks. Repeat above steps to complete second harvest. 

When you're done, remove the block from the bag and bury it in a damp shady
spot so that the top of the block is level with the ground. Cover with an inch of
clean straw, wood chips, leaves or sawdust. Water very well. When conditions
are right (spring or fall are best), you should get at least one and possibly
several additional harvests from your outdoor bed. 
    

questions? email support@sundreamsfarm.com


